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Spelling Review

Name: Date:

Spelling Review 1

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling  
for each one. Use the root words in the words above to help you. 
Use the words in sections A and B to help you.

Add suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words ending in ‘-fer’
Some of the words in this grid are spelt incorrectly.
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

refered inference

deferrence preferred

preferrably differing

pliferring conferrence

sufferring suffered

offered offerring

referrence preferrence

confered refered

transferring referral

inferring deferring

Challenge 2

ralerfer derrencof

pringerref dilfpree

feerere snigferfro

csenfrretean nferesinec

These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
inferences     offering    pilfered   prefer      preferring    transference      transferred 

 B

 A
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To like one thing more than another.

Moved from one place to another.

Stolen.

Mentioning or talking about.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
Use the words in sections A and B to help you.

Challenge 3
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These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
bad-tempered        co-exist                 co-own                de-ice          
pre-existing           re-enter                re-examine        re-cover           well-known     

Spelling Review 2

The words below are scrambled! Write the correct spelling for each 
one using a hyphen. Use the words in sections A and B to help you.

Some of the words need hyphens and others do not. 
Write the correct spelling next to any misspelt words.

Challenge 1

self-absorbed over-do

antibiotic life-size

pre-existing reenter

unhappy ex-husband

re-advertise subway

midterm bicycle

multinational predecimal

pro-war aftercare 

co-operate mid-season

microscopic coordinate

under-cooked exboyfriend

Challenge 2

di-cee pen-rexstiig

ro-creev eilf-zise

ca-epotroe ra-mexinee

ce-xoist met-perebadd

Use prefixes involving the use of a hyphen

 B

 A
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Work together.

Famous.

To go back into a place.

To share the ownership of something.

What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. 
Use the words in sections A and B to help you.

Challenge 3
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These words may be helpful for challenges 2 and 3.  
allowed     aloud    bridal   bridle   farther    father    guessed   guest     heard    herd      
morning    mourning      passed   past   stationary      stationery       steal      steel 

Spelling Review 3

serial ascent

alter license

isle compliment

affect profit

whose principal

advice wary

past heard

father practice

precede

Each word in the grid has a homophone or word it is often 
confused with. Write that word in the box next to it.

Challenge 1

Distinguish between homophones and other words 
which are often confused

Each set of scrambled letters below contains a pair of 
homophones. The first letter of each word is at the start. 
Unscramble the letters and write the pair of words below. 
Use the words in sections A and B to help you.

Challenge 2

braddiebrill petsapssad

heraddreh aweloulodlad

fatrafrehhert getsusseduge

 B

 A
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What is each word?  
Each row contains a missing word. Each box stands for a different letter.  
Read the clue and then add the missing word to the boxes. Then write  
the word’s homophone and its definition. 

To take something which does not belong to you.

The first part of the day.

Homophone:

Definition:

Homophone:

Definition:

Something which does not move.

Homophone:

Definition:

Challenge 3


